Mission Creek / Mission Bay
Community Meeting #3

Summary
February 2021

COMMUNITY MEETING #3 OVERVIEW
In support of public health efforts to slow the spread of COVID-19, the Port began
hosting virtual meetings on the Waterfront Resilience Program (WRP) to offer
flexibility to meeting attendees. These meetings sought to educate and engage the
communities of the Central waterfront.
Multiple approaches were used to ensure broad outreach, and engagement during
COVID-19.

• Roadshow Presentations: These presentations are typically 15-20 minutes in
length with about 10-20 minutes for Q&A. These presentations were made to
Community Based Organizations (CBOs), neighborhood committees, and/or
convener groups
• Co-hosted Meetings: These are typically co-hosted meetings with a CBO. The
presentation is longer (about 30 minutes) with opportunities for polls,
questions, and other engagement activities within the presentation.
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COMMUNITY MEETING #3 OVERVIEW
Summary of Meetings Conducted
Meeting

Date/Time

Type

Friends of Esprit Park

Tuesday, February 2, 2021
6:00 PM

Co-hosted Meeting

Mission Bay CAC

Thursday, February 11, 2021
5:00 PM

Roadshow Presentation

Potrero Boosters

Tuesday, February 23, 2021
7:00 PM

Roadshow Presentation
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COMMUNITY MEETING #3 OVERVIEW
Agenda
• Share program updates, recap
earlier community feedback
• Update attendees on the US
Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) Flood Resiliency
Study, and other WRP efforts,
including the Southern
Waterfront Seismic
Vulnerability Assessment, the
Multi-Hazard Risk Assessment
• Introduction to “measures”
• Identify key priorities from
community and stakeholder
engagement
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MEETING ATTENDANCE

Combined for the all
meetings,
approximately
71 people logged in 5

OVERVIEW: WHAT WE HEARD
We heard the following general comments and feedback from the community meetings

• Some individuals expressed concern at the amount and highly technical level of
information being presented. They requested copies of the materials to review and
digest
• Community members expressed the need to remain apprised of project updates.
There were multiple questions on when the next meeting would be
• Attendees wanted to hear more about costs and how the project would get
funded
• Community members raised questions around soil subsidence
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OVERVIEW: WHAT WE HEARD
We heard the following general comments and feedback from the community meetings

• Given the virtual format of the meetings, having opportunities for engagement
and discussion during the presentation worked better as opposed to presenting
and having time at the end for Q&A
• Attendees expressed interest in protecting and enhancing ecological features
of their neighborhoods such as parks and green spaces. Attendees from
Potrero Boosters were particularly enthusiastic about organizing a park clean-up
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Poll Question #1 – Friends of Esprit Park Co-hosted Meeting
What assets are we missing for Mission Creek and Mission Bay?
Feedback
1. Unrelated question – soil
subsidence
2. Question – how are assets
assisted by publicly traded
companies?

3. Comment – “not sure if this
falls into the “habitat”
bucket, but parks and green
space. Mission creek park is
highly trafficked and utilized
and would be impacted, for
example
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Poll Question #2 – Friends of Esprit Park Co-hosted Meeting
What Matters Most to you?
Initially, no responses, moved on
with presentation for sake of
time
• Poll results:
• 43% Design Life and Risk
Reduced
• 7% Cost

• 50% Multiple Functions
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Friends of Esprit Park – Feedback Overview
Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Tuesday, February 2, 2021
Poll Results
20%

Graph 1 - Pie chart
categorizing the
questions and
comments from
this meeting

Parks and green
spaces
20%

City's/ other
agencies role
20%

Damage - Soil
Subsidence
20%

Flooding
20%
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Friends of Esprit Park – Specific Feedback
Type: Co-hosted Meeting | Tuesday, February 2, 2021
TYPE

CATEGORY

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question

Damage - Soil Subsidence

On walks in the Dogpatch I see soil subsidence and soil
cracking…soil pulling away from the building

Question

City's/ other agencies role

How are some of these assets assisted by publicly traded
companies and not just the city?

Comment

Parks and green spaces

Question

Flooding

Question

Poll Results

Not sure if this falls into the “habitat” bucket but parks and green
space
Have you partnered with or had conversations with other
communities worldwide who may already be experiencing
flooding and what they’re doing to mitigate?
Did we finalize the poll results?
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Mission Bay CAC – Feedback Overview
Type: Roadshow Meeting | Thursday, February 11, 2021
Community
Engagement
25%

Funding
50%
Graph 2 - Pie chart
categorizing the
questions and
comments from
this meeting

Design
25%
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Mission Bay CAC – Specific Feedback
Type: Roadshow Presentation | Thursday, February 11, 2021

TYPE

CATEGORY

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question

Funding

I see that the repairs budget is at $450 Mil, [later of admin and had
grand jury, existing seawall] ranges from aquatic park around to
Oracle Park, $3.7 Mil?

Question

Funding

What about the area south of arena [Oracle Park]?

Comment

Community
Engagement

Question

Design

This was a good report, but very quick to be understood completely
- like repairing MUNI, we need to get it into our thinking this will be
ongoing, not sure how to help, but Port needs help with outreach
Has seawater rise been factored into the design?
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Potrero Boosters – Feedback Overview
Type: Roadshow Presentation | Tuesday, February 23, 2021
Tours
5%
The Ramp
5%

Warm Water
Cove
37%

Temporary
Housing
5%
Graph 3 - Pie chart
categorizing the
questions and
comments from
this meeting

Covid Relief Bill
6%

Homeless
5%
Funding
5%

Crane Cove
32%
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Potrero Boosters – Specific Feedback
Type: Roadshow Presentation | Tuesday, February 23, 2021
TYPE

CATEGORY

Question

Crane Cove

Question

Covid Relief Bill

Question

The Ramp

Question

Warm Water Cove

Question

Funding

Comment

Tours

Comment

Homeless

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
I love what’s happening at Crane Cove but I’m wondering what’s the status of the
cranes?
David, there was a story in the paper a few weeks ago that the Port got a grant for
SLR improvement as a part of one the COVID Relief bills. Can you tell us if the
legislation passed? How big the grant is and what it will be used for? That grant
sounds super promising…
David- on a more mundane issue- do you know if your tenant The Ramp will reopen? They seem to have missed quite an opportunity the past year.
On another issues Warm Water Cove does not look very inviting to go back in that
area. Looks like a set for a drug deal on Chicago PD also how do I report the growing
graffiti problem at Heron Head. 311 has never heard of Port Parks So most
submissions get closed by Rec and Park as Not my job
Are those funding priorities still neighborhood priorities?
It makes sense to do another neighborhood survey on priorities
To be fair, there has been a lot of construction and access has been really impaired
east of Illinois...
Current Covid rules basically rule out all tours, we love tours but can’t do them right
now with current SF rules.
Hi David, et all, we can also have a volunteer program to keep it engaging. It feels
more out of the way or worst homeless encampments.
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Potrero Boosters – Specific Feedback
Type: Roadshow Presentation | Tuesday, February 23, 2021
TYPE

CATEGORY

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

Question

Temporary Housing

with the increased density for residential living how can the port assist in resilience
for temporary housing/power/infrastructure in the case of temporary displacement

Comment

Warm Water Cove

Comment

Warm Water Cove

Comment

Warm Water Cove

Comment

Warm Water Cove

Comment

Crane Cove

Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

Crane Cove
Crane Cove
Warm Water Cove
Crane Cove
Warm Water Cove
Crane Cove

Thank you J.R. and David. I’m happy to be part helping Warm Water come alive
post covid
Janet C headed up volunteer efforts at Warm Water for a couple of years. It became
pleasant for a while but is a real challenge to maintain.
A few years back the Port supported an informal volunteer effort at Warm Water
Cove, spearheaded by Janet Carpinelli. The Port let us use tools from their supply.
Hi Keith! I agree it is tough to maintain, but with all that is coming in the future, we
must set a plan.
David, you deserve a big round of applause. Crane Cove Park blew past very high
expectations from the neighborhood.
Crane Cove Park has been a godsend to the neighborhood !
We’d be happy to rally club members for a cleanup.
HI Carlin, yes, I did help out along with Janet C.
Saturday morning, Coffee, Cake, and Cove Clean Up...
CRANE COVE PARK ROCKS
Crane Cove park is a game changer!
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WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT A FUTURE COMMUNITY MEETING!
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